environments and, as a consequence, cell surface properties are of considerable functional importance to the biological organism.
SEM immunocytochemistry (SEM-IC) is one of a range of techniques used to analyse cell surface properties.
A major goal of SEM-IC centres on extended survey or high-magnification morphological analysis of cell and tissue surfaces combined with molecular profiles of these surfaces as established by gold-labelling. The properties of colloidal gold make it the marker of choice for SEM-IC and a representative gold-labelling protocol is outlined. The SEM-IC goldlabelling technique has been applied advantageously to the analysis both of cell surfaces and of cytoskeletal and extracellular matrix elements: a tabulation of the main SEM-IC biomedical applications is given. Illustrated examples demonstrate how SEM-IC provides a highly effective approach for analysis both of cell and tissue differentiation-maturation sequences, and of pathological change involving not only the entire tissue or cell surface but also minute changes in microdomain characteristics of the individual cell surface.
Steps in exploiting the technique of colloidal gold SEM-IC have been several-fold and include: use of backscattered electron imaging; accurate localization of gold particles by superimposition on topographical maps of the cell surface; and use of small (1-10 nm) gold probes followed by silver enhancement in order to minimize steric hindrance.
Factors under assessment include: use of low voltage SEM; BE imaging of samples coated with ultrathin metal films; and use of goldlabelled SEM-IC for direct quantification of the numbers of target molecules exposed on cell surfaces by automated image analysis of the digitized BE image.
Cell surfaces interface with a variety of environments, and they serve crucially as a clearing-house of information. Surface components both monitor the extracellular environment and present information to other cells. As a consequence, cell surface properties are of considerable functional importance to the biological organism (MANN, 1988; ALBERTS et al., 1989; BOURILLON and AUBERY, 1989) . The analysis of cell surface properties has been approached through the use of a range of techniques to determine structural, compositional and functional characteristics of the cell membrane. Among these techniques has been that of scanning electron microscopy.
It is now well-established that topographical, topological and compositional data can be readily acquired through application of different surface characterization modalities of the scanning electron microscope (SEM) (ECHLIN, 1981; BAKER et al., 1985; TANAKA, 1987) .
The cell surface is composed of integral membrane components (intrinsic and extrinsic proteins, glycoproteins, lipids and glycolipids) and of more peripheral components. These include extracellular matrix components associated with the external surface of the membrane and macromolecules present within the cell cortex. Some of the latter may be involved in various coupling reactions between membrane components and cytoskeletal elements (GEIGER, 1983; AGUTTER and SUCKLING, 1984) . All cells express antigenic determinants on their surface. These cell surface antigens may be proteins, carbohydrates or any other substance that can be recognized by an antibody. The carbohydrate moiety, including glycosaminoglycans of the cell surface coat, can be also systemically analyzed through the use of lectins (LIS and SHARON, 1986; DAMJANOV, 1987) . These are proteins of plant or animal origin which recognize glycosidic residues with high specificity. When tagged to a visual marker, lectins can be used as specific probes for the surface carbohydrate components of cells, and for this property they have used in many molecular biology studies. The expression of the different molecular components of the cell surface reflects a complex biochemical pathway beginning at the level of the gene(s) coding for the molecular component, transcription, protein synthesis, transport through the cytoplasm, and incorporation into the cell membrane. Perturbations of the pathway may be reflected by altered or subsequent lack of expression of the cell surface components. The identification of these components by the use of antibodies or lectins, therefore, will reflect changes in the cells at a molecular level, which may be identified earlier than typical morphological changes.
SEM allows both morphological and compositional analysis of individual cells, and is ideally suited for studies aimed at the elemental, molecular or macromolecular characterization of the cell surface and peripheral components. To this end, a variety of techniques have been coupled with that of SEM. These include autoradiography (CHENG et al., 1985) , elemental chemical analysis (BAKER et al., 1985) , histochemistry (ALBRECHT and WETZEL, 1979) , and immunocytochemistry (HoDGES et al., 1987) . This paper selectively addresses the field of SEM immunocytochemistry and its application to the molecular profiling of cell surfaces.
METHODOLOGICAL OUTLINE
Techniques for the immuno-and lectin-labelling of biological specimens all follow a same basic strategy irrespective of the made of microscopy to be used. Furthermore, similar conditions and constraints influence the success of all immunocytochemical procedures. The general methodological approaches and associated problems are extensively discussed in the literature (BULLOCK and PETRUSZ, 1982 , 1983 , 1985 POLAK and VARNDELL, 1984; STERNBERGER,1986) . A variety of particulate, enzymatic and emissive markers have been explored for use in the SEM as visualization tags for target molecules. Of these, colloidal gold has emerged as the marker of choice for SEM by virtue of its size range (1 to 150 nm diameter), recognizable spherical appearance, size and shape homogeneity, high electron density, and formation of active and stable complexes (gold probes) with a variety of biological substances (HODGES et al., 1987) . In the SEM, gold particles are capable of strong emission of secondary (SE) or backscattered electrons (BE) which can be detected by appropriate secondary (SET) or backscattered (BET) electron imaging (HoDGES et al., 1987) . Electron probe X-ray microanalysis (XRMA) will detect the characteristic X-ray signals emitted by gold, and microanalytical identification of gold-conjugated labels can be made both qualitatively and quantitatively (ESKELINEN and PEURA, 1988; PESCHKE et al., 1989) . Back-scattered electron microscopy has been used increasingly as a technique to study gold-labelled specimens because of the enhanced contrast of back-scatter imaging and the high electron back-scattering coefficient of gold (HODGES et al., 1987; DE HARVEN and SOLIGO, 1989) . More recently, the topographic imaging capabilities of the new high-resolution SEMs at low beam energies (-1-5 kV) has stimulated interest in low voltage SEM (LVSEM) which provides the possibility to image small gold particles (-5 nm) in the secondary electron mode (PAWLEY, 1984; PAWLEY and ALBRECHT, 1988) .
A representative gold-labelling protocol for SEM is outlined in Table 1 . Preference is given to the use of small diameter (1-10 nm) gold particles in order to minimize steric hindrance and allow label density to be optimized. Gold particle size can be significantly increased at the end of the labelling procedure by catalytic deposition of metallic silver (silver enhancement) onto the gold particles. Signal intensity from the immunogold label is thus amplified enough by silver enhancement to visualize small particle conjugates with optimal label density by SET and BET. Several sources provide further comprehensive discussion on gold-labelling methodologies (HORISBER-GER, 1985; DE HARVEN et al., 1987a; ALBRECHT and HODGES, 1988; HAYAT,1989; HODGES and CARR,1990 ).
MOLECULES AT THE CELL SURFACE
Considerable information is available on various components of the plasma membrane from biochemical and metabolic-labelling studies. These have localized certain enzymes to the plasma membrane, characterized transport systems, and defined some surface antigens in terms of their molecular weights and their peptide and carbohydrate moieties. However, biochemical techniques lack the resolution for visual localization of individual molecules on the plasma membrane of a single cell. Therefore, methods of analysis that allow the direct visualization of membrane molecules have been particularly useful. Many such investigations have been carried out using fluorescent, enzymatic or particulate probes and various electron microscopical techniques. For electron microscopical localization of membrane components, ultrathin sectioning (HAYAT, 1989) , SEM (HoDGES et al., 1987) , platinum-carbon replication of the exoplasmic and protoplasmic membrane surface following deep-etching, freeze-drying, or critical-point drying, as well as freezefracture combined with cytochemical and immunocytochemical techniques (SEVERS, 1990) nique has been applied advantageously to the analysis both of biological membranes and of cytoskeletal and extracellular matrix elements: this is oulined in Table 2 in a summary of main SEM-IC biomedical applications.
A major gold of SEM immunocytochemistry has been to give extended views of the surfaces of cell and tissue samples combined with gold labelling. There is general agreement on the high sensitivity of the colloidal gold procedure (Scopsi,1989) . In combination with the high resolving capabilities of new generation SEMs, the sensitivity of the colloidal gold SEM-IC technique is now such that individual target molecules may be readily resolved by SEM. Furthermore, the extensive areas of cell surfaces that may be viewed at high resolution by SEM, in conjunction with unambiguously superimposed colloidal gold probes, provides a highly effective approach to analyzing the distribution of target molecules on the surfaces both of individual cells and large populations of cells. Also, gold probes possess considerable potential for quantitative studies: labelling can be quantified by SEM with the objective of determining the labelling density (i.e. the actual number of gold particles on a cell), or of determining the labelling index (i.e. the percentage of labelled cells in a total cell population).
As outlined in Table 2 , the use of SEM-IC techniques in the molecular profiling of both cell surfaces and intra-and extra-cellular components has been applied to a range of prokaryotes and eukayotes. In addition, chitosan-and poly-L-lysine colloidal gold complexes have been used for SEM detection of anionic sites on cell surfaces from various origins (HORISBERGER and CLERC, 1988) . Some of the information gained from SEM-IC cell surface studies and the conceptual basis of this analytical approach is illustrated in Figures 1-14 . The examples in Figures 1-4 depict characteristic microdomains in the distribu- (Fig. 1) ; b) to be absent on mid-to late-differentiating cells (D) (Figs. 1, 3) ; c) to be reexpressed as defined microdomains in the maturing (M) (Figs. 1, 2) ; and d) to be most abundantly expressed on the terminally differentiated superficial (T) cells (Figs. 3, 4 ) with heavy linear expression along the interplaque region of the asymmetric unit membrane (AUM). Bar: 1,um (Figs. 1, 3, 4) ; 0.25,um ( ical and dynamic plasma membrane-related information on radiation-induced effects in bladder has been achieved (HODGES et al., 1985) . Figures 5-6 illustrate changes in the Concanavalin A-binding capacity of bladder urothelium after experimental whole-body neutron irradiation, and show that SEM-IC is ideally suited for studying not only pathological change involving the entire tissue or cell surface but also for identifying minute changes in microdomain characterisics of the plasma membrane.
Steps in exploiting the technique of SEM-IC have been several-fold, and as indicated above, have included:
1) optimal visualization of colloidal gold markers based on elemental instead of topographical contrast, i.e. produced by the BE instead of the SE mode of the SEM (AUTRATA, 1989; DE HARVEN and SOLIGO, 1989) (Figs. 7-11, 13-14) ;
2) combination of the high-resolution surface (SE) image and the material-dependent (BE) image to provide an accurate localization of gold particles superimposed on a topographical map of the cell surface (DE HARVEN and SOLIGO, 1989) (Fig. 12) ; and 3) minimizing steric hindrance by use of small 1-10 nm diameter gold particles followed by silver enhancement to facilitate BEI or SEI observation (NAMORK and HEIER, 1989) (Figs. 8-14 ).
Other factors under assessment include: 1) the selective advantage of BE imaging of carbon-coated samples with conventional SEM (HODGES et al., 1987; DE HARVEN and SOLIGO, 1989 and, Figures 8, 10, 11, 13, 14) , BE imaging of uncoated or carbon-coated samples with LVSEM (ALBRECHT, 1989a, b) , or BE imaging of samples coated with ultrathin metal films of either low atomic number such as chromium (Z24) (PETERS, 1986) , or having a high backscatter coefficient, such as platinum (Z = 78) (ERLANDSON et al., 1990) . Together with LVSEM the latter approach may offer increased potential for the simultaneous detection of specific surface molecules with both SEI and BEI using the higher-resolution scanning electron microscopy now available (PAWLEY and ERLANDSON, 1989) .
2) Use of simple convolution filters followed by interactive thresholding to spatially filter digital images of the gold particles, and to allow clean separation of gold markers from cell surface topography and noise (STUMP et al., 1988) . The resulting binary (black or white) image can facilitate computer analysis of parameters of interest; and the binary (Fig. 5) ; but b) overt expression of these receptor sites over both plaque and interplaque regions of the AUM in 5 days post-irradiated bladder urothelium (Fig. 6 ) with localized changes in surface microdomains identifiable over the surface of a single cell. Bar: 1 jim 5 6
Figs. 7-12.
Multiple display illustrating the surface distribution of wheat germ agglutinin (WGA) receptor sites on human colon adenocarcinoma-derived HT 29 cells. The lectin-binding sites are marked by indirect labelling with silver-enhanced 10 nm gold particles and imaged by SEM using SE, BE or mixed SE+BE signals. The specimens are imaged in a JEOL 840 SEM, at 15 kV accelerating voltage, at a working distance of 8 mm and with a probe current at 6X10-" A. Fig. 7 . Low magnification SEI image: no gold labelling can be identified; Fig. 8 . The same field as in Fig. 7 but viewed in the BEI mode: gold labelling is clearly seen as individual black dots (reverse polarity); Fig. 9 . Higher magnification SEI image: some gold particles can be recognized but are not quantifiable with any accuracy; Figs. 10, 11. BE image of the same field as in Fig. 9: gold particles now appear in high contrast. In normal polarity (Fig. 11 ) particles appear as white dots and in reverse polarty (Fig. 11) as black dots. Fig. 12 . Mixed SE+BE image of the same field as in Fig. 9 . The distribution of the labelled target sites can be correlated with the surface morphology. The normal polarity of the BE signal is used and the gold particles appear white. Bar: 10, um (Figs. 7, 8) image can be superimposed on the SE image to generate a composite image of cell topography and gold label position.
3) The possible use of gold labelling for direct quantification of the number of target molecules exposed on cell surfaces. Individual gold particles may be quantified by various methods including visual counts on the BE image or by automated image analysis of the digitized BE image. The image analysis system may be directly interfaced with the SEM, and measurements made on cell surface area and the number of gold particles per unit area. However, as discussed in the literature, caution is called for in giving biological significance to the numbers of gold particles counted on labelled cell surfaces (GRIFFITHS and HOPPELER, 1986; DE HARVEN and SOLIGO, 1989) .
CONCLUDING COMMENT
Over the last few years, the feasibility and value of SEM-IC has been amply demonstrated and shown to be suited to a wide range of applications including the study of cell surfaces and of more peripheral components. The fundamental role of membranes in cell function, the involvement of extracellular matrix molecules, and the identification of transmembrane molecules, which could interact with the extracellular matrix and also with internal cytoskeletal struc- Pathol. 133: 564-572 (1988) .
